
STATEMENT. 

I ask myself a lot of questions. Like: 

If I just breathe in and don’t breathe out, will I float? 

If I block up all my holes, will I hear my inner self? 

If I put my organs in order, will I make room to keep spare ones? 

If I swallow your hands, will you applaud me from the inside? 

If I learn Braille, will I be able to read your pimples? 

If I dress up as a sausage, will I be hugged by bread? 

The world is a hard place to live. But there is no other place. My work is a comment on our ways of living and 
dying.  

I collect real stories and connect different facts in order to make narrations that give another perspective of how 
things work. I also propose poetic solutions (like Machine to make Alzheimer’s only affect our sad memories 
or Machine that allows suicide victims to give away the years they were supposed to live) that just work on an 
abstract and unrealistic way. Sometimes I even give absurd advices (like If you break promises, buy glue, If 
everything is shit don’t walk without shoes or Don’t lose hope or it will end up surrounded by unpaired socks) 
that make sense only inside the language mechanisms. Everything so I can create a space (even if it is an 
intangible one) where life feels a bit easier. 

All in all pretty utopian, a bit nuts, but almost all the time quite serious anyway. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



“FICTION IS A REALITY YET TO HAPPEN” 

9 installations (drawing or sculpture + audio), 2016 

http://www.anagarciapineda.com/ 

 

“Fiction is a reality yet to happen” arises from an interest on Possible Worlds Theories and its search for truth within 
fiction. That is to say, the coherence in a narration that allows writer and public to make a pact of trust. 

My objective is to analyse our world through fiction. To do so, I take our world as a starting point and I modify one 
natural or social law in order to analyse all the consequences this change would cause.  

Detail: “TIME” (Fiction is a reality yet to happen), 100 cm helium 
balloon + two A4 drawings + 4’34’’ audio, 2016 

 

 “We are unable to perceive the effects of the passing of time. Everyone looks to us to be the same age as when we 
first met them.    People rarely introduce their parents to their friends: because you still look like a baby to 
your mother and father, they cannot help but pick you up and talk to you as if you have no understanding of anything.” (...) 

“Some families decide to give their children up for temporary adoption as a way to avoid seeing them forever as babies. 
They relinquish the opportunity to bring them up in the hope that they will create an adult bond in the future. To achieve 
this, these parents must abstain from seeing, hearing, touching and smelling the baby once the umbilical cord has been 
cut. This immediate separation means that parents and their offspring do not know each other and can meet up again 
once the child has come of age. There are parents who are unable to give up their babies and instead join networks of 
parents that operate on the edge of the law.” (...) 



Detail: “SHAPE” (Fiction is a reality yet to happen), 3 drawings 100 cm, ink and 
coloured pencil on paper + 2’51’’ audio, 2016 

 

 “Things that are the same shape swap places. One day we might wake up to find some other kind of sphere in our 
eye socket. (...) It takes time to get used to seeing with spheres such as the Earth. The movement of the planet’s rotation 
can make you feel dizzy. When this occurs, some people fear for their privacy and do not like the fact that the entire 
planet is witness to their lives. (...)” 
 
 

 
 

 “(...) To adapt to a habitat that is constantly transforming, you have to be extremely careful, especially when eating. A 
triangular piece of pizza could turn into a nacho or a piece of cheese, but also into a pyramid. Everyone knows it is 
important to be on the alert before chewing on a pyramid. You have to wait for your teeth to turn into more hardwearing 
rectangles such as iron ingots or steel plates. Sometimes life can become easier: why not wait for your dental canines to 
become slices of pizza?” 



Detail: “BODY” (Fiction is a reality yet to happen), 4 sculptures, 
variable measures, acrylic on wood + 4’41’’, 2016 

 
 

 “The parts of the body have no assigned place. While you sleep, your body transforms: the arrangement of your 
limbs and other external features changes and your organs reposition themselves, adapting to each new configuration. 
(...)” 
 

 “(...)There are two philosophies in sport. Firstly, there are those who advocate forming teams with lots of players so 
that you have a large number of substitutes. In this way, on the day of the big match, the team is chosen from among 
those who have the most suitable bodily arrangement. Others, however, are in favour of a type of purist approach to sport 
based on training any bodily arrangement to compete and accepting chance. In this case, if a long-distance runner wakes 
up with one leg on his head and another on his bottom, he will have to drag himself as fast as he can around the track. In 
the case of team sports, the weaknesses of some can be compensated for through collaboration.(...)” 
 
 

 
 
 

 “(...)Sometimes it is possible to carry out almost supernatural feats. An athlete with all four limbs in the same place 
will be able to run twice as fast, and a pianist who finds his extremities have all emerged from his arms will be able to play 
pieces composed for twenty digits.(...)” 



“FORGET” 
performance. 10 drawings and photocopies, 2016 

 
“Forget” is a performance that revolves around our memories and talks about the frustration of not being in control of what 
we remember and what we forget. 
 

 
"26 MINUTES, 34 SECONDS AND 48 MICROSECONDS" 

76 B/W photocopies and an ink and coloured pencil on paper drawing, variable measures, 2016 
 

 

 
 
The only documentation of this performance are 10 drawings and a lot of photocopies. 
 

 
 
 
I draw the most painful memories of my life and made photocopies. I photocopied again each photocopy and carried on 
until the drawing disappeared. I measured the time needed and entitled each series* (the drawing and its photocopies) 
using the minutes, seconds and microseconds that took me to make the drawing disapear. 
 
 

“21 MINUTES, 6 SECONDS AND 8 MICROSECONDS” 
64 B/W photocopies and an ink and coloured pencil drawing, variable measures, 2016 

 
 

 
 
 “Forget” is a tribute to my grandmother who died of Alzheimer’s and takes advantage of the resolution loss of the 
photocopying process as well as the displacement error common in all photocopy machines to make an analogy of 
forgetting. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
*18’59’’01’’, 18’36’’36’’’, 26’34’’48’’’, 28’32’’37’’’, 31’56’’24’’’, 20’18’’70’’’, 21’6’’8’’’, 13’27’’20’’’, 17’42’’51’’’ and 19’43’’45 

 



“1000 TIMES YES” 
 installation, variable measures, 2008-ongoing 

 

 

1. If I forget, will it be a lie? 

2. If I swallow someone, will I become his mother? 

5. If I write “taxi” at the front of the bus, will it drive me home? 

10. If I forget you dumped me, will you still love me? 

15. If I connect the printer to your mouth, will you fucking tell me what’s going on? 

30. If I call my dog “bird”, will it be able to fly? 

48. If I dedicate myself exclusively to crying, will I be a cloud? 

57. If I just breathe in and don’t breathe out, will I float? 

75. If I wear other clothes under my clothes, will I be a superhero? 

96. If I convince everyone that she didn’t die, will she come back? 

116. If all my bones are concentrated in my stomach, will I be an olive? 

131. If I believe it, will it be real? 

204. If I give my death to a suicide victim, will I be eternal? 

248. If I keep all my hairs, will I be able to make a pet? 

334. If I make your mother sterile, will you die? 

592. If I move all my freckles to my face, will I be black? 

694. If I eat shit, will I shit food? 



“THE FORGETTING CURVE” 

 HD 16:9, colour and sound, 4’34’’, 2015 

 

 

 

https://vimeo.com/154752153 

http://www.anagarciapineda.com/the-forgetting-curve/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The forgetting curve” talks about a forced exile of a family within the Spanish historical context. The project is an attempt 
to recuperate the historical memory through a very personal point of view and to think about what we remember and what 
we forget. 

From a practical point of view, it is a video where I narrate some aspects of my grandmother’s life creating unexpected 
connections. Simultaneously, I draw the different concepts in a way that each drawing transforms into the next one. 

 
 



 “THE IMPORTANCE OF THE CUCUMBER” 
installation, variable measures, 2014 

 
 
 

 
 

Can we substitute the 1,185,000 tears we produce over the course of our lives with sweat? 

Both liquids share the 97% of its components. So... what is in this 3% and how to replace it? 
 
A diagram shows a parascientific investigation backed up with all kinds of data and mathematical operations. The 
conclusion of it is that going around a 65 litre drum (the volume of those tears) and walking a cucumber will make us 
produce the amount of daily sweat that would prevent us from crying. 

 



“88” 
performance, about 20’, 2016 

 

 

 

88 = Love and Kisses in Morse code 

88 = Piano (musical slang) 

88 = double infinite 

... 

 

“88” connects stories where different meanings of 88 arise.  

It talks about a shop keeper who hits the floor following always the same rhythm (“dah dah dah di dit dah dah dah di dit”) 
which is 88 in Morse code, used as a diminutive for “love and kisses”. Explains how I found that my grandmother’s stucco 
walls is filled with 88 writings in Braille, fact that made me think that the painter fell in love with her. I even thought that this 
kind of stucco painting was used as a secret system of communication during the Spanish dictatorship. I sadly realized 
that since stucco painting is no more in fashion and people get rid of it, we are losing our cultural heritage. Thinking about 
that I discovered that 88 is a neo-Nazi symbol. I got scared. Very scared. Then I looked around and counted 21 knifes 
and scissors and 27 sticking plasters. That made me feel a bit safer. 

Lather that day, a neurosurgeon told me that after we pass away, it takes 88 seconds for the cells to die. Since then, I 
have been training to improve that score. 



“CONGA TO THE LEFT AND CONGA TO THE RIGHT” 

 Dyptich, ink and coloured pencil on paper, 2 drawings 200x40 cm, 2014 

 

 
 
 “Conga to the right and Conga to the left” is a diptych where all living beings present in the world’s coats of arms are 
arranged in a line and organized in evolutionary order. 
 

close up  
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